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The essentials of a free and fair election can very 
briefly be stated: 

1. The ballot must be secret, both in reality and 
in how the voters perceive it to be. All ballots 
must be secure from tampering or fraud. 
2. Any one who is entitled to vote must have a 
real opportunity to obtain the identification 
documents necessary for voting. 
3. Pol'ling stations must be located within a 
reasonable walking distance of the voters' 
residence. 
4. The voters must feel unafraid and be safe and 
secure before, during and after they have voted 
from violence, intimidation or. threats of bodily 
harm. 
5. All parties and candidates must have an equal 
opportunity to campaign wherever they may wish to 
campaign and to have reasonable access to public 
rnedia. 

Supervision and control of the election process. 

Unlike the elections .in Rhodesia and Namibia, 
supervision and control of the elections will be 
exclusively, or almost exclusively, in the hands of the 
existing government. The international community may play a 
role, but only as permitted by the major players, the 
government and the ANC. 

An Electoral Commission ha's been set up under a new 
Electoral Law to administer, organize, supervise and conduct 
free and fair elections. 

~ 

It is to certify the results, and certify if the 
·election was free and fair. The President may appoint 5 
international members of the Board of Elections but they 
will have no vote. Parties may appoint liaison officials to 
work with the Commission. 

- The Electoral Commission would appear to be responsible 
for the policing of the elections. 

There will be three main divisions of the Commission's 
work: 
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ai Administration 
b. Monitoring 
c. Adjudication 

The monitoring section appoints monitors for the 
polling stations, registers all observers, establishes the 
rules and regulations and code of conduct for all 
observers, and facilitates international observers. It will 
be this sectioR which must give accreditation. Observers 
who do not have accreditation will not be allowed access to 
polling stations. 

Let me now proceed to analyze some of the points which 
I listed under basics: 

1. Safety of the voters. 

The single most conspicuous issue is surely this one. 
For the last three and a half yea~s, political mini-wars 
have krn-ea--ove'F"'-Hf;"0"0-~r .. p·eo'pi'e;~·airnost all of them black. 
Mast human rrsrllt'"s-·~-r~'"-o15's'erv'e"r5l'ay" a rna j or share of the bl arne 
on Inkatha, the party of Gatsha Buthelezi. In the 1992-93 
period 2_3% of the ki 11 in-2_~~re in the Natal /k':la ZYlll a :t:.ila. 
The PWV area also suffered in the third year of violence 
following Nelson Mandela's release but there were less 
killings than in the prece~ing year. However, after the 
election date was agreed upon, the killings in the next two 
months rose to the highest level ever. The East Rand ip 
particular suffers from almost continuous warfare bet~_en tne I nkat _________ rt ______ the~-ANC~--"-'ffle-Vaai ___ T,riangrenas-
exper~enced a lessening of tensions, however. Hostel 
dwellers led by Inkatha impis or warriors are at the heart 
of the problem in the· East Rand, Vaal and Alexandra 
townships. In some areas, especially in Natal and Kwa Zulu, 
warfare has escaped from its political rationale and 
ideology, organization and-objectives and taken on a life of 
its own. Turf battles by adolescents who appear to be beyond 
the range of party discipline, church, religion-, or any 
other "outsiders." 

Many kno~iedgable people believe that there is a Third 
~ a shadowy covert group trying to destablize the 
election process. Mr. Justice Goldstone believes it exists 
but cannot find the evidence for who is responsible. Many 
credible and trained observers believe that elements of the 
security forces are themselves responsible. 

In three of the so-called homelands, the authorities 
have carried out repression and brutality against ANC
~elated leaders. In some places, mindless irisensate 
viqlence has been wreaked on train passengers or other 
innocent citizens with the object of terrifying them from 
engaging in any politics. Hostel dwellers loyal to Inkatha 

. ' 
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have been demonstrated to have been responsible for at least • 
some of these incidents but none have been prosecuted and 
convicted, a circumstance which suggests police collusion. 

A recent poll by the Human Services Research Council 
showed that 14 per cent of the black population surveyed 
will not vote due to··~'ViOTenc·e-~-~-TEirry--per-cent- saw violence 
asa serious problem buf-halfsaid i"t would not diminish and 
might increase.. Thirty three per cent thought that breaking 
up the meetings of opponents was justified. 

Given the circumstances, should the election be 
postponed or delayed? 

a. President deKlerk said in August that levels of 
violence had to be reduced before any election could be 
held. 

b.Professor Schlemmer who conducted the above survey 
felt elections could only b~ held if the violence is under 
control. 

c. Mr. Justice Goldstone, however, pointed out that the 
people who are causing the violence will then have acquired 
what they have been working for, a veto on the election 
process. The Democratic Party agreed with him 

d. The African National Congress is sticking to the 
April 27th date. The recent report of the International 
Commission of ~urists·agrees that the date must be kept. 
One UN observer commented to them:"The only thing that keeps 
the townships from exploding is the prospect of elections." 

My own guess is that April 27th will be adhered to 
although others disagree and point to a September or 
November date as more likely. The possibility that the 
violence would only be encouraged by a delay cannot be 
discounted. 

What else could be done to ensure the safety of voters? 

, The new constitution integrates the South African 
Defense F~ce I the independe;;:·~hOiliel anddeTense . forces' of 
Transke1., Bophuthatswana, Cisk~nd ~.e.~L~s the d~s~-
a-nd security forces of all pol1.tical ~arties who are willing 
t-c;·~-p-articipate~'intn'E?" eie'cf'orar proc.ess~owever 1 this is a 
paper integration which is still to be implemented. It may 
be, however, that an integrated national force of 3,000 to 
7,000 can be prepared and deployed into volatile areas by 
Apri 1. 

Negotiations with the PAC liberation army, APLA, have 
not-been successful. They will not join any unit as long as 
there is white control of the security forces. C_isk_~j_,_ 
Bophuthatswana and Kwa Zulu s~~~~y_fQr~es appear to ~ 
equ~lly resistant to joining an integrated force. 
~------·-···--·---------------· 
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The major task of pro-viding pol icing for the elections 
will be in the hands of the South Kfrican ~olice. The· 
polio~ force has beenheavfiY""c-riticized for 1ts 
insensitivity, incompetence, brutality and lack of 
understanding or arrogance toward the communities it serves. 
While major reforms are overdue, they will not be 
accomplished by election time. 

Some interim steps can and probably will be 
implemented. The Internal Stability U~--~bi~~ 
notorious in the black community, could be withdrawn and be 
replac-edny-·a'""C:"omp"el'eff1:"-·orac-k-po-lice units which have the 
trust of the communities. In some local communities, 
leadership has brokered peace committees that have actually 
stablilized the violence. In some areas, churches have 
played a useful mediating role between hostel-dwellers and 

·township residents and have lessened tensions. Joint multi
party policing at community level is a real possiblity. 

The police in Kwa Zulu present a special danger. Now 
that the interim constTt:1ffl0111fas repealed t:lie home1 and 
laws, the kwa Zulu police must be disbanded and disarmed and 
offered other employment or pensions. The central government 
pays for most of t~~~~---Zul u __ Q_udg__~.t_ __ as it does other 
homeland budgets. This subs~ may be as much_~~ 75% of the 
total budget_in the case of ZUJJ:!L~J},_~;t .. A high official 
i'nvo-rverCl~~co'nstTt~UtTonaTM·negotiations admitted to an AFSC 
delegation a year ago.that the Zululand tax base is 
insufficient to sustain the government's expenses. This in 
itself is powerful leverage if there is political will to 
use it. In June,however,· the Kwa Zulu police were reported 
to be acquiring 30 new armored vehicles and expanding their 
operations into areas under SAP jurisdiction. 

Monitors at the University of Natal reported in June 
that they believe '.th~_Kwa Zulu police n_£~oper::.aJe a§l_.a 
special force 1 i]ce_KpeJLo_e..,t_in__N.amibia ___ q,nd are expanding 
t~ions. In their view, so long as theseunits 
operate as a special force, free and fair elections cannot 
be held. · 

The same logic applies equally to the disbanding or 
dismantling of the security apparatus of the other 
homelands which are opposing the electoral process: Ciskei 
and Bophuthatswana. Both of these creatures of apartheid 
have used their powers to terrify and intimidate. They have 
infinitesimal political support except from the apartheid 
state security apparatus itself.- In the other homelands, 
which are not part of the resistance to elections, 
"integration of the sectirity forces into national structures 
needs to proceed forthwith. 
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Is there a role for an international peacekeeping 
force? Archbishop Tutu called for one to be inserted into 
South Africa in August, 1993. It was immediately rejected 
by President Clinton who located all authority in South 
African government hands. The recent International 
Commission of Jurists report, however,calls for the 
international community to offer four or five international 
battalions of reserve peacekeepers, co-ordinated by the UN, 
recruited from UK, Netherlands, Scandinavia, India and OAU 
countries. These would be under command of a Sputh African 
appointed by the Electoral Commission. It would be 
available only as a last resort. 

This proposal has merit but it is unlikely to be 
implemented any time soon in view of the existing UN 
commitments in 17 countries unless the United States and 
other major players at the UN pushes it. Given the 
experiences of the UN in Somalia and Bosnia, it is hard to 
imagine any one being enthu~iastic to volunteei for the 
formidable task of peace-keeping in South Africa. 
The request of the internal parties would seem to be a pre
requisite in any case. 

2. The Voting Process 

Voters will vote on a single ballot for the party of 
their choice. ~he vote will be recorded as a vote for both 
the national and regional lists of the party. 

It is very important that an adequate supply of ballots 
be available at each polling place. An.undersupply can 

~. result in voters being hung up and discouraged and it also 
makes it much more difficult to account for, keep track of 
and safeguard the ballots if ballot papers have to be rushed 
to locations under emergency requirements. An oversupply can 
also result in accounting problems. 

Ballot papers, ballot boxes, all records and documents 
should all be kept in one place atid not moved until after 
the counting is done, certified by official monitors and 
party agents. 

If moving of ballot boxes is done before counting, 
special precautions must be taken by sealing and stamping 
the boxes, numbering them, providing security guards and 
establishing effective accotinting procedures. 

Centralized counting results in possible inaccuracies 
and potential fraud in transit. In Namibia, all ballots were 
transp·orted to Windhoek for counting. A number of boxes were 
1 eft in' the north and· only discovered later. 
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The presiding officer at the polling place may provide 
special assistance to blind people and others with physcial 
disabilities. 

It will also be very important that presiding officers 
and police be available to assist illiterate people who will 
not be able to follow written instructions. Instructions of 
this kind, however, need to be done in the sight of 
observers and p~rty agents and not inside the voting booth. 
It will be important for each polling station to have at 
least one official available at each polling station who is 
able to converse in local African languages. Furthermore, 
instructions and posters in regard to.the poll should be 
prepared and posted in l~cal African languages as well as 
English and Afrikaans. Those who assist at the polls need 
to be kind and encouraging in their attitude and demeanour 
rather than brusque, rough, rude and overbearing as has 

·Often been the past behaviour of apartheid officials. 

Proposed rules provide ·for no opinion polls to be taken 
in the 3 weeks before the election. 

The date and venue of counting places must be 
communicated to all parties. Voting agents may bring any 
irregularities to the attention of the counting officer and 
all allegations are to be recorded and communicated to the 
Electoral Commission. 

Polling stations. 

The location of the polling station will be very 
important in determining how many Africans vote. This is for 
them a first time experience. Polling stations should be 
located in places where bla6ks have felt welcome in the past 
and not in places where they have experienced intimidation 
and repression. Schools, church halls and places of 
community assembly come to mind as suitable. They should 
not be located in police stations, magistrate courts, white 
farms, army barracks, hostels and the like. 

Home Affairs Director General Clyn stated in August 
that there would be 7, 400 }2oll..ing_p.lac.e..s.,. for an assumed 22 
million voters. Tnis·~-ffiea"ns-~-each station will handle 3,000 
voters. However, the plan as envisaged calls for mobitle 
polling stations which will move from place to place in 
order to bring stations within a 10 kilometer range of any 
voter. 

The. ICJ report of Nov'ember calls the number of polling 
stations [apparently generally agreed upon] "hopelessly 
'inadequate" and recommends multiplying the .number "several 
times". The ICJ team and other professional observers 
recommend against mobile stations. The use of mobiles 
inc~eases the likelihood that fraua in transit or at least 
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the suspicion of fraud in transit will be present. The more 
times the ballot boxes are handled and moved, the ·greater 
the risk. 

Voter identification. 

Under the interim constitution persons entitled to vote 
will include South African citizens (including citizens of 
the Transkei, ~nuthatsw~enda-and Ciskei according to 
the ANC's interpretation) who are qualified to vote and over 
~ Persons who ·_were born ~!2 . ....§_~1h..J~Jx .. i.f.~.~3~.n.g"_J)a v~_J:>..e_en · 
residen-e-fOr·on:e·--ye·a.r:·-;--persons born to parents who were 
citlzens at their deaths and are resident for one year~d 
persons rna r .r i e d t o So 11 t h il\ f r: i.Q§:n c i tj...z_en §..._?Ull'L .... r...e..s..;Ld..e.n..~r 
five y~_ma.~l..s.p_,_y~ 
~ . 

There will apparently be no official registration of 
voters . P eo Pl~EL .. xtll1.~1?~~-£!J~L~LJ;_Q"~V..Q.te_.tt_th.e,z. __ J2.~~ 
identification card or a voters'. car.d, which can be issued 
u~o 14 aays Ee1:c>re-the-er"ect:L~~hile this procedure is 
somewhat simpler than registration and may be required by 
the exigencies of time, it nevertheless is bound to result 
in other complications. 

If there are disputes about identification documents 
produced at the polling place, how are they to be solved on. 
the spot? Will every one get to vote, with a notation that 
the vote is disputed? Will it be solved by later 
ajudication by an administrative or judicial process? 
If there are many such cases, it could give rise to delays, 
suspicions and claims of fraud. 

At this moment there.are 3 million applications for IDs· 
which are now pending. There is an acute suspicioin that 
the government is delaying the bureaucratic process and 
there is fear that IDs will not be available in time. 
It is cl~ar that the South African bureaucracy needs to be 
streamlined and the process of providing IDs taken out into 
local areas. 

In August, Mr. Cyril Ramaphosa charged that the Home 
Affairs department was engaged in destroying thousands of ID 
documents in the Eastern Transvaal and hence sabotaging the 
elections. 

At the same time, there needs to be some way in which a 
list of persons with valid IDs or voting cards in each 
voting district can be examined well ahead of time to see if 
IDs are being provided, for example, to missing persons or 
dead p·eopl e or to migrant 1 aborers ~rom, say, Mozambique, 
Lesotho, Bbtswana or elsewhere. '~ -

The provision of absentee ballots or access to po1ling 
stations in foreign countries where there are South African 
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diplomatic posts where prospective voters may cast ballots 
needs to be settled soon and announced publicly. -

There needs to be a method of ensuring that voters do 
not pass from one station to another in order to vote more 
than once. The Electoral ~Commission plans to use ultra
violet light and secret stamps on the back of official 
ballot papers. Details of how this will work are unclear. 
In the Zimbabwe and Namibia elections,. gJJ voter;L_.d.ip_p,.ed 
their hands in a b·asfno-:CCfYe·-·w-n·rcncc);ldthenbe detect,ed 
by ultra violet light at-oTI.er'"'"J?·oiTlng- station-s.--TEisseems 
to have worked reasonably we1~tE:"O\lgn~'fnere·-were c 1 aims 
that the dye could be removed. 

Public notice of the.time or times and places of all 
polling stations should be put advertised widely through TV, 
radio, poster, fliers, notices in schools, churches and 

.other places of assembly. Again, there are 11 languages. 
Tchey will all need to be used appropriately. 

4.Policing. 

The policing of the elections will be in the hands of the 
South African police under the supervision of the Electoral 
Commission. The gov~rnment has announced that it intends to 
deploy 70,000 polic.~_.dtg:_ing the electTOn.--:--·Be-ar-h1--mrna·tnat 
tne pb1 ice~e·Ts .genei:·aTTy··~reg'afcrerct'-~aT··~:tneffectual at 
best and is wid~ly hated and distrusted in the African 
community. When the Afrikaner right wing militants 
attacked the World Trade Center where negotiations were 
being held, the police did nothing when the militants dared 
them to arrest them and threatened civil war if they did so. 
Similarly, in numerous cases such as the Boiphatong 
massacre, police have stood by while physical assaults on 
ANC-related persons or innocent bystanders took place. 

Some have demanded that the Minister of Law and Order, 
Hernus Kriel, must go and that a multi-party directorate of 
police must be set up with a new mission, an openness to 
correction and involvement of communities as partners rather 
than as part of the enemy. This has not happe~ed yet and 
time before the elections is very short. Again, 
international police advisory assistance and on the spot 
presence are urgently required. 

5. Campaigning. 

The most serious problem here is the existence of 
certain no-go ?reas at this time: places where opposing 
,.Parties are exclude.d and only one party is permitted to 
campaign. Without attempting to be inclusive here are some 
of the troublesome areas: 
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The homelands which are opposed to the electoral 
process: 

The most troublesome area is Natal and kwa Zulu where 
. . . .-....,_.,~ .... ,..,.._...,,..,..~~-.. """'"""'·~ .. ·--'""'"'"''""'"'"<~· ... ,-.,..""' .... -~-.• -~ ..... -

ANC and Inkatha have been carrying on a mini-civT1 war or 
turf battle since 1983. Inkath~'s hold ov:r the ~olice and 
th~ ci vi 1 service of the bant"i:ISfan have in practice meant 
tl:@t ANC rall1es, meetings and marches could not be held or:_ 
would be disrupted with injuries and loss of life. Some 
progress has been made but it is very small. 

The Boi?_huthatswana governmel}!_ operai_~-~-t.h~jj~..u.t.h 
Af rJg~~~en t y years __ aSl_~-·--~~-!.t_<!~t e_~ t ions ,_,_g.,?._p_o_r_~ f 
leading ANC and human rights activists. It has treated ANC 
as a foreign pol i ti ca 1 par-nr--'1'"1-h±-ch·-rnust- be registered in 
order to·campaign or operate. ANC has refused recognition of 
these laws as an admission of the reality of Bop 
sovereignty. 

Ciskei, which is is overwhelmingly an ANC territory 
along with some PAC support, is in the hands of a dictator 
who is now charged with murdering Charles Sebe, his 
predecessor's brother. However, the Ciskei Defence Force is 
loyal to him. 

The loyalties of the Ciskei Police are to the old 
regime which Gcqzo overthrew. Th.e harassment of the Ciskei 
Defence Force against AN Cis brutal. But the Ciskei is the 
weakest link in the so-called Freedom Alliance chain. 

Turning to the other areas of South Africa: 

The hostels and the areas around them which are 
controll ecf by InkathS:. impis are a. source of concern in th_e. 
Ea~rre-vaaTTr1angre~ .. -Tn._Afexandra ·and elsewhere. 
fn some areas in the East Rand, ANC has retaliated against 
Inkatha by establishing their own turf where no one except 
ANC political work is tolerated. 

ANC and PAC broke up a Derilocratic Party meeting at 
Orange Farm in the Vaal region recently. In East London, 
residents shouting ANC slogans invaded a Nationalist Party 
meeting preventing the speaker from speaking. 

Inkatha is reportedly not free to campaign in 
Sebokeng. 

Townships are now effectively out of bounds for white 
people."" Does thi-s-·mean-t]1a_f .. tl1e ... NP--·a·na:··-tne-bemoc6ilTcParty 
Cannot· campaign there or that they C,iifn campaign but only. 
through black surrogates? 

·In short, there is a rising tide of po~itical 
intolerance. I say that not to cast stones. It is all 
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quite understandable given the actions of the apartheid 
past. But it is a serious obstacle to a free and democratic 
society emerging any time soon. 

What is to be done about it? Now that the homelands 
have in effect been abolished in law, they need to be 
dismantled without unnecessarily provoking the civil service 
structure which has been built up in. the past and which 
will feel frigh~ened and insecure. 

One immediate task that needs to be dealt with is 
dismantling the hostels system':and replacing it with family 
and single hous1ng. For a 5tart;-rhEr recommendations of the 
Goldstone Commission after the Boiphatong massacre in regard 
to fencing and policing the entrances to the hostels could 
be carried out as a matter of urgency. This could do much 
to lessen tensions. 

The white farms 

There are roughly 40,000 white~mers in South Africa. 
They employ more than a million farm laporers wh~in turn 
supp-ur t some f1 Ve" mi 11 ion other people. They are the 
backbone of the Afrikaner right wing resi~.La:Q._9_~_, They are 
heavily armecr-an-Cfl1averece-ntfi·--1)een .. In'corporated into a 
commando system embracing more than 100,000 people. 

White farme~s are considered military targets by Apla, 
the PAC liberation army. 

In theory, campaigner.s ought to be .able to h~...a..c...c;:;..e..s..s 
to white farms. In practice, fa:rffiers:rery--on-The right of 
private property, their own armed superiority and 
historically sanctioned ruthlessness to deny access to any 
one they do not approve of. 

It will be important not only to establish in law the 
right to campaign on farm property but also to find 
Afrikaner farmers who can lead the Farmers Union members in 
the direction of open campaigning. It may seem a counsel of 
perfection but .. we have seen it done in Namibia, where SWAPO 
and the UN officials were able to persuade some white 
farmers to co-operate. Also, the example of farmers like 
Ian Engelbrecht [a DTA supporter] in the Grootfontein area 
was important in establishing a policy of openness. Such an 
opening is unlikely in areas where Apla is carrying out 
attacks on white farms. 

It is also important that farmers not be allowed to 
~anage and control IDs. The Itis should b~ in the hands of 
the voters. In practice; farmers have the abilitj.to 
influence the elections bt~ffering cish 6r liquo~ ·6r by 
providing mass transport to the polls. The farmer often 
stands guard watching while his laborers vote. Often 
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farmlaborers are told fairy tales such as that the ink on 
their hands or the spirits of the ancestors will t•ll. the 
farm owners how they voted. In the absence of 
countervailing information, this can work. Also, if a 
person is illiterate and uninformed, he or she may listen to 
such stories as that the way to vote is to cast an X on the 
party you don't like. 
This, again, was done in Namibia. ' 

Media. 

A special word about the media needs to be said. 

Bear in mind certain constraints: 
As many as 15 million South Africans may not be able to read. 
Q.r write. tesserflgures·~···01~·~r-o·r~-~-s--·mTTTI-on may·-:i-gn_o_r·e-fFi.e-· 
issue of functional illiteracy. Almost all of these are 
Africans. Ni~et.4'_J2~_r._cen .. L .. of all African_hQI!):§!_~_.¢!.5? .ns>t .. hi~J{.e 
e~_t;-.J.city. In these circum$tances television does not play 
the role that it does in campaigns in the United States. 
There is a fairly free amount of printed press material and 
a fairly wide range of choices, particularly in the urban 
areas. The printed word, however, is not of as much 
importance as it is in this country. I would argue that 
battery-operated radios are of enormous importance in order 
to permit rural voters to understand what is happening, how 
to vote, and to hear campaign debates and discussions. 
In Namibia, the only way to find out what was happening on 
the ground during the election process was to listen to BBC 
on short wave. 

~, The recent media bill has now set up an Indenpendent 
Media Commission which wi 11 take over the functi-ons. of SABC. · 
By···year-.5-enCI~·-a:n·-rn:ciel?.endent i3road:c.astin9 .. author1t.Y- is to ... 
be set up in full control of broadcast frequencies and 
independent from state, government·, party or other bias. Its 
charter among other things requires the promotion of 
diversity, encouragement of ownership and control of 
broadcast services by disadvantaged groups. 
A start has been made in a good direction. Some politically 
credible journalists such as John Mattison and Ameen 
Akhelwaya have been put in charge of, radio news and TV 
Agenda by the SABC. 

While the move to de-regulate the airwaves and 
privatize at least a portion has started, it will be some 

.time before it will be effective. Also there are some 
dangers to such a process. SABC for example could sell off 
Radio Zulu to the Inkatha Party, which might have an 
enormo·us impact. Would ANC or any' other liberation
oriented political party have the mo~ey or the access to put 
in a rival radio station? . 
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Here again the language question is important. Will 
SABC provide radio time for broadcasts of debates or 
exchanges in all 11 of the .now official languages on some 
basis of equality? 

Voter Educati·on. 

Clearly, this is a task of utmost importance. Some 15 
million persons are functionally illiterate. There are 
probably something 1 ike 8 mi 11 ion people who E:r,~. ~quat ters 

. l_ivi~ in*con~iti()nS of squalor: ----~oneo"f--~hese have ~Ve-ry 
votetl. No Afr1can has ever voted 1n a nat1onal elect1on. 
The South African Council of Churches, the Catholic Bishops 
Conference, the World Conference for Religion and Peace and 
and various secular bodies deserve all the moral and 
financial support .that can be given. The Institute for 
Contextual Theology is engaged in educating for democracy in 
the sense of going beyond technical questions of " What does 
a ballot look like, how do I mark it?" to questions of 
"What ·do we vote for?" "What·is democracy about? How will we 
ensure we have a continuing voice?" 

There are also legal advice groups that need all the 
support we can give them: L~s for Human Rights.~ 
Nat i on a 1 Associ at i_o_n__a.f __ D...emo..cx..aJ:i.c_Law-¥-e.r s , the B 1 a c k 
Lawyers Association and others. 

6. Monitoring. 

Most of the monitoring of the election will be in the 
hands of South Africans, certainly the control of it will 
be. 

Each polling station will have an official monitor 
appointed by the Electoral Commission. A system of non
g6Vernmenfa"Cfuolrtt~Ol5ser·vers :l.s being set up under a 
coal_i tj_Qn_o_f ____ S()~_!Jl.-~-tric_an_.NGOs=.@ 1 ed .. Jhe Indepe~.S.~nt_ Foru_.Dl 
for ETectoral ducat'on (IFEE) which has a plan to deploy 
th.QJJ.SCUL_~_...Q.~.~I§_fQ_:t; __ ~ .. as_ four months before the 
elections. They will focus on campa~gning, ra 1es, 
meeTings: the documentation problem and other important 
issues. The ~cumenical Monitorin3~o~~m--to~~outh Airica 
is an initiative of tfie Wo!l.LC.Q..ungj,J~.o£-C~d the 
South African~ouncil of Churches. They will have 500 
hundred observers. 

Although the UN has no present mandate for election 
monitors, it is preparing to get involved. The 50 or so UN 

'violence monitors will increase to 150 in January and could 
increase.to 2000 by election. There has, however, been so 
far no government or ANC request for UN monitors of the 
elections. The European Community now has 10 monitors, the 
Commonwealth 20 and OAU ha-s a few. All of these wi 11 and 
could·increase in the next months. The European Community 
will have 500 in place 3 weeks before the elections. 

c 
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Frank Chikane has indicated that there will be an 
enormous need for observers and monitors, not ~nly at the 
time of the election, but in the months preceding the 
election. Thus church and other NGOs need to move now to 
plan and send teams of observers operating in relays. 
Observers should have some accurate knowledge of the South 
Africa scene, be prepared for str~ss and danger and be able 
to "rough it". ·Accommodations and transport will be in 
critical short supply. There is no present logistical center 
that can plan it all for you. These matters will need to be 
arranged through your own organization and its counterpart 
or partner in South Africa.However, the Lawyers Committee 
for Civil Rights under Law, through its Southern Africa 
project, has agreed to serve as a clearing house of 
information for US NGOs and will do orientation and training 
sessions. For further information, I would like to refer 
to the minutes of a meeting of US NGOs held in Washington on 
November 1st, which I have and which could be made available 
to interested parties. 
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